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Packaging - Making Color Universal with a Single System

We all know that brand owners have become much more discriminating when it comes to color—particularly brand colors. Consistency
and accuracy of color is paramount to any printing assignment. Brand owners use color to increase brand awareness and the perceived
value of their products, product line or brand. Brands imply a promise to the consumer that quality remains the same wherever the
product is purchased or the service used.
Managing the color of a brand is strategically important and very demanding. Whether an ad on paper, a plastic package, a corrugated
display, or a textile banner, the brand color must match. If not, consumer familiarity or confidence could be lost.

Color Roadblocks

Unfortunately, this is not so simple to do. It has not been uncommon for designers to communicate color to specifiers or brand
owners by giving them a painted piece of material: this gives some idea of what the final color should look like, but is absolutely
useless for manufacturing. Everyone sees color slightly differently and it’s difficult to seamlessly communicate color. There are a wide
range of applications and some colors are just not easy to reproduce. And not all software systems are open enough to accept color
communication. People talk in different languages, such as LAB and RGB—and now we are moving to spectral color.
It’s also difficult to reproduce color across materials and illumination conditions. And, there are difficulties of color consistency during
production. All of these represent a potential loss of time and resources.
The new challenge is how to put all these different components together to achieve a seamless process. The welding together of
the design concept, practical development, economic production—while maintaining tolerances over its life span in an increasingly
sophisticated consumer oriented market—requires considerable technological aptitude.
The most frustrating part for a designer is when a color is defined and created for a job, only to find out that the job cannot be produced
because the ink sets will not work on a substrate. It is important to define and select usable ink color technology right from the start.
Designers must be able to select the correct, accurate colors for each job, and to reference color standards that are used throughout the
supply chain. Proofing needs to be accurate; and the quality of finished products needs to be verified.
The best solution is a complete color communication platform encompassing each step of the process that standardizes the definition
and specification of color and allows seamless communication of color up and down the value chain.
matchmycolor Colibri® is a set of state-of-the-art software tools for the color supply chain from design to supply of finished product.
Colibri® enables the specification and management of brand color standards; the feasibility, development and accurate dispensing of
color recipes; and color monitoring and reporting on the quality of goods produced.
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matchmycolor Colibri®: Color specification, development and monitoring

The idea of linking colors effectively to a central master standard is a worthy objective. The design of a color that was “fit for use” and
met the economic realities of the marketplace became intrinsically combined. If people do not use exactly the same color language
along the value chain, it is possible that each translation or data exchange could cause an error.
These errors can be reduced by using a limited number of suppliers. This improves the situation, but doesn’t completely solve it—and is
not viable in today’s world. The only way to avoid this is to communicate using an established and intrinsic language that is the spectral
curve of a color.

Colibri® spectral multi-flux technology

Depending upon the physical characteristics of color pigments, light can react differently and be broken into different spectral
components; from red to violet. Some light may stay within the pigment layer. Some may be reflected from the surface—or absorbed
and reflected. Some might actually be transmitted; that is, it may completely travel through the pigment layer. The proprietary Colibri®
multi-flux model accurately describes how light is absorbed, scattered and transmitted within a layer of pigment.
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The Colibri® multiflux model can calculate color—and opacity—in one step, even with special effect pigments such as metallics and
pearlescents. And, by understanding color, it can determine the most cost-efficient method of pigment load for a certain thickness layer.
It is so efficient that the number of corrections are minimized, saving preparation time—and money.
The clear advantage of using spectral curves from the design stage is that it offers consistent information all along the value chain.
Coupled with color matching software, it provides the opportunity to check the feasibility of the color, even if strict criteria (FDA, warping,
heat, light and weather resistances, etc.) are requested for the final product. Without touching any colorants, you can predict if the
requested color if feasible or not. The model works for a wide variety of base materials, applications and industries.
Colibri® separates the process to address the unique challenges of each stage.
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Color feasibility during design

Designers want colors that are new and unique. Unfortunately, what they see
may not be what they get. Designers need to know whether their ideas are
practical. And, they should be able to judge color in their own design creators
or PDF editors.
New software technologies allow designers to create and visualize on a
calibrated monitor the design colors and, at the same time, determine whether
they can really be produced. Colibri® enables designers to evaluate the
outcome of their desired color here, rather than during production, when it is
too late. This ensures accurate color communication to the specifiers and other
participants throughout the color supply chain, preventing costly and timeconsuming reworks due to impractical designs.

Easy and accurate proofs and virtual color designs in 3D

Communication between the brand owner and designer is important at this stage. With softproofing and hardcopy proofing at remote
sites, supply chain partners can review designs—and color—immediately, from the comfort of their offices. matchmycolor partners
with GMG, who provides extremely accurate proofs within 1∆E, while accurately demonstrating overprints of spot colors.
A new, popular solution is 3D product visualization. This tremendously accelerates the process of color communication—as well as
the basic design—between the designer and the brand owner. It is possible to predict effects such as sparkling or pearlescence, and
the effects due to different lighting on the same object. Instead of being limited to two to five prototypes, designers can create a series
of designs, and request physical samples only for the virtual designs that are selected. Visualizing with 3D objects eliminates 60 to
80% of non-desired colors.
While designs can be seen in different lighting, the next technological step will be to really view colors accurately—with exceptional
representation on the material, substrate and pigments. It’s getting there.

Defining colors for production

When the “Specifiers” receive a color design, they have to translate the concept into real-world production. The challenge is that color
specification is often subjective and/or not sufficiently detailed. The majority of colors are still specified using color catalogs—often not
electronically—without considering the effect of the materials to be used. The outcome is often color inconsistency. Design applications
also frequently restrict the number of colorants that can be used, making it impossible to produce certain colors. Colibri® helps
specifiers to evaluate the feasibility of color production without going through the production process. Time is no longer wasted on trials.

Specify and manage color standards centrally

Colibri® ColorSpec helps creative and prepress designers, brand owners,
manufacturers and material producers use real colors in their artwork, to define
color standards for their products, and to communicate designs to their suppliers.
It helps manage the complete color program, from color standard specification,
to development and digital compliance criteria and ultimately individual supplier
review. With a matchmycolor plugin for Adobe Illustrator®, designers can use
real color standards in designs. It can predict color feasibility and consistency
across a variety of technologies, applications and substrates.

Develop accurate color recipes for all projects and substrates

Once colors are defined, the production and dispensing of recipes for
different materials must be completed with a minimum number of corrections.
Reproducing a specified color for the final product isn’t easy. Manufacturers must
formulate color recipes that work at their customers’ production environments,
using local materials. Colibri® ColorMatch helps manufacturers develop and
reproduce the specified colors to meet their customers’ stringent requirements.
It can determine the feasibility of matching colors—on different substrates,
using different processes and real inks. It ensures accurate matching of opaque,
translucent and transparent colors as well as metallic effects. It helps to ensure
color consistency, even if the user has limited technical experience.

Dispensing color everywhere

Once a recipe is created, you have to make sure that it is dispensed correctly—
no matter the location and no matter the machine. Colibri® ColorTint controls
the dispensing of color products on tinting machines. It accurately dispenses
recipes, manually or automatically. Whether a company is handling a new order
or a repeat, correcting a color or completing an order, Colibri® ColorTint helps
produce the quality a customer expects every time. It easily connects to wide
range of dispensers, with automatic communication to the dispensing machine,
reducing time to supply.
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Quality control of the final color

Making sure products conform to standards with defined color tolerances is
essential for manufacturers. Colibri® quality control software measures, monitors
and controls both spot and process colors—even under different illuminant
conditions. With simple communication protocols, brand owners can track the
performance of single or multiple color standards over time and in different
locations. A chart mode enables brands to see at a glance where and how
deviations affect the color.

Global brand color consistency

Sourcing materials globally to manufacture products to the agreed color and quality specifications has proven immensely
challenging.  Colibri® can be connected to standard Laboratory Information Systems (LIMS) and Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP)
systems, enabling purchasing departments to access all information on the materials used in the manufacturing process, including the
final quality of the products produced. This results in greater flexibility in global product and material sourcing.

Flexibility to work in many industries

Colibri® is suitable not only for graphic arts, but for a wide range of applications including packaging, inks, cosmetics, paints, plastics,
fibers, ceramics—and even dentures. For example, Colibri® is used to define paints and coatings for architectural, automotive and
industrial applications. They are able to formulate solid, opaque, translucent and transparent shades on different substrates, including
metallic substrates and colored primers. Complex color recipes, using more than 10 colorants, have been developed for the auto-refinish
market. Colibri® helps paint and coating manufacturers to source and monitor colored materials globally, helping to reduce costs without
compromising performance.

Conclusion

There should be no toll booth for colors. They should be free. Designers should
have the freedom to select colors for their brands and, if they have won the
competition for that color on the shelves, they should be able to say that they
have comfortably won the color. This means that they should have the means
to create, connect to producers, monitor and validate that their colors are OK.
matchmycolor has created a system that connects with everybody in the supply
chain to assure accurate color, no matter the substrate. Brands can partner
with whomever they like, with open communication of color standards. Colibri®
is open to a wide range of supporting design, lab and business software, and
measuring, dispensing and production systems. And, the Colibri® system is not
locked into print only. It means that the same software system works for many
applications, from paint and coatings, to plastics, packaging and textiles—and
more.
There are many systems that can offer pieces of the puzzle. Three companies
have teamed together to provide all of these benefits in a cogent package.
matchmycolor Colibri® is one of the most innovative, technologically advanced
color communication, color-matching, tinting and color quality control software
tools on the market today. Colibri® software can work throughout the entire
process, helping to design, specify, produce, manage and control brand colors
at every stage in the global color supply chain. Colibri® software relies on GMG
proofing systems to help brand owners and print providers visualize what a
color will look like when printed. GMG’s goal is to provide complete solutions
for standardizing and simplifying the color management workflow in order to
achieve consistent colors on all media types and with any printing technology.
matchmycolor and PACKZ have integrated their software solutions to offer a
seamless way for users to specify and manage brand colors within PACKZ
packaging tools. PACKZ Software now has quick and direct access to brand
color standards. matchmycolor Colibri ensures that only the latest version of a
color standard can be used in PACKZ software, reducing the chance of errors.
The combination of PACKZ Software and matchmycolor Colibri® will help users
consistently and accurately design, specify, produce, manage and control
brand-based colors throughout every stage of the global color supply chain.
In short, color should be universal.
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